Activating a Digital Grid for Healthcare
Docity bundles telehealth with cable and internet packages.

WHAT WE DO

TARGET MARKET

2,757
prospects

Major Players
Small and Midsize Players

Market size: $6B

400 COMMUNITY BROADBAND PROVIDERS
37.3% OF THE COUNTRY
25,164,000 HOUSEHOLDS
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At the conclusion of each session, the Docity Customer
Happiness Team makes a survey call to each participant. The
questions were scored on a scale of 1 to 5 and include:
1. How would you rate the support you received from Docity?
Average Score: 4.83
2. How would you rate the support you received from EPB?
Average Score: 5
3. How would you rate the support you received from the
provider? Average Score: 5
4. How was your overall experience with the software?
Average Score: 4.33
5. How was your overall experience with the hardware?
Average Score: 3.66
6. How likely are you to recommend this service to others?
Average Score: 5

Last questions (optional)
1. If you were asked to pay for this type of service, what would
you be willing to pay for a subscription? For per visit?

While the answers to this question varied slightly, all customers
were willing to pay at least something as a subscription for the
hardware and software access. Subscription pricing ranged from
$15/mo to $30-$40/mo, depending on if the customer had a
Health Savings Account or FSA through their employer that
allowed them to pay cash for the visit, as opposed to the larger
subscription amount.
2. Would you add it to your internet bill or directly with Docity?
The customers universally liked the idea of adding the service as
a line item on their bill.

Testimonials
“Absolutely wonderful program. Flexibility.
Speediness of it, being able to meet the
doctor in 15 minutes is amazing. The
convenience is so awesome for a family of
4. Loved the hardware.”

“Not a sick family, so it was extremely
helpful. But we haven’t really used it too
much outside of flu season.”

“EPB - connection was perfect, crisp, not
pixelated. ‘If we can work out a way to
keep the free Gig indefinitely, that’d be
great.’

“My wife doesn’t have health insurance
right now, so she was able to utilize the
service and get a needed prescription.”

“Yes. True convenience, time-saving,
efficient. Must have service here-on out.”

“I don’t have negatives, but, I just think
sometimes - Can the doctor really hear
the wheezing? Can she really see the
rash? Is the camera really clear enough? Is
she prescribing penicillin to just kill
everything? ‘Mainly worried mom stuff’”
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TRUST THE PROCESS
CUSTOMER SIGN UP
Customer entry point can be from the internet provider or hospital channels.

TRUST THE PROCESS
PRIVATE NETWORK ACTIVATION
The customer is installed with their private ONT line and connected to the Docity
Access Network. Docity Installs RPM Hardware. Trains Patient.

TRUST THE PROCESS
CUSTOMERS RECEIVE LAUNCH KIT
Docity manages this interface as well as any primary technical support and
troubleshooting.

TRUST THE PROCESS
APPOINTMENT
Customer connects to the Clinic Partner Network and accesses the Docity software;
schedules and arrives for appointment.,

TRUST THE PROCESS
APPOINTMENT IS COMPLETE
Provider Group completes wrap up, prescription, etc. and Docity does follow up surveys.
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